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EDITORIAL PREFACE
The International Journal of Computational Linguistics (IJCL) is an effective medium for
interchange of high quality theoretical and applied research in Computational Linguistics from
theoretical research to application development. This is the Second Issue of Volume Six of IJCL.
The Journal is published bi-monthly, with papers being peer reviewed to high international
standards. International Journal of Computational Linguistics (IJCL) publish papers that describe
state of the art techniques, scientific research studies and results in computational linguistics in
general but on theoretical linguistics, psycholinguistics, natural language processing, grammatical
inference, machine learning and cognitive science computational models of linguistic theorizing:
standard and enriched context free models, principles and parameters models, optimality theory
and researchers working within the minimalist program, and other approaches.
IJCL give an opportunity to scientists, researchers, and vendors from different disciplines of
Artificial Intelligence to share the ideas, identify problems, investigate relevant issues, share
common interests, explore new approaches, and initiate possible collaborative research and
system development. This journal is helpful for the researchers and R&D engineers, scientists all
those persons who are involve in Computational Linguistics.
Highly professional scholars give their efforts, valuable time, expertise and motivation to IJCL as
Editorial board members. All submissions are evaluated by the International Editorial Board. The
International Editorial Board ensures that significant developments in image processing from
around the world are reflected in the IJCL publications.
IJCL editors understand that how much it is important for authors and researchers to have their
work published with a minimum delay after submission of their papers. They also strongly believe
that the direct communication between the editors and authors are important for the welfare,
quality and wellbeing of the Journal and its readers. Therefore, all activities from paper
submission to paper publication are controlled through electronic systems that include electronic
submission, editorial panel and review system that ensures rapid decision with least delays in the
publication processes.
To build its international reputation, we are disseminating the publication information through
Google Books, Google Scholar, Directory of Open Access Journals (DOAJ), Open J Gate,
ScientificCommons, Scribd, CiteSeerX Docstoc and many more. Our International Editors are
working on establishing ISI listing and a good impact factor for IJCL. We would like to remind you
that the success of our journal depends directly on the number of quality articles submitted for
review. Accordingly, we would like to request your participation by submitting quality manuscripts
for review and encouraging your colleagues to submit quality manuscripts for review. One of the
great benefits we can provide to our prospective authors is the mentoring nature of our review
process. IJCL provides authors with high quality, helpful reviews that are shaped to assist authors
in improving their manuscripts.
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Abstract
A corpus is a collection of documents. An annotated corpus consists of documents or entities
annotated with some task related labels such as part of speech tags, sentiment etc. While it is
customary to annotate a document for a specific task, it is also possible to annotate it for multiple
tasks, resulting in a multifaceted annotation scheme. These annotations can be organized in a
hierarchical fashion, if such a scheme naturally occurred in the data, resulting in a hierarchical
text categorization problem. We developed a multifaceted, multilingual corpus for hierarchical
sentiment analysis. The different facets include hierarchical nominal sentiment labels, a numerical
sentiment score, language, and the dialect. Our corpus consists of 191K reviews of hotels in
Saudi Arabia. The reviews are divided into eleven different categories. Within each category, the
reviews are further divided into two positive and negative categories. The corpus contains 1.8
million tokens. Reviews are mostly written in Arabic and English but there are instances of other
languages too.
Keywords: Multifaceted Text Categorization, Hierarchical Text Categorization, Sentiment
Analysis, Corpus Linguistics, Arabic Natural Language Processing, Text Mining.

1. INTRODUCTION
Sentiment analysis refers to the identification of sentiment associated with text. Sentiment polarity
classification is a subtask that limits the analysis to the identification of the polarity, as in positive
or negative of the text. A fine grained annotation scheme can also be employed where the
sentiment can be identified as belonging to the set of six different emotions. Reviews of hotels,
movies and other objects take a slightly different approach, where the sentiment is expressed
through a rating scale of least favorable to most favorable, a star rating, a numerical score or a
combination of these. Hierarchical classification [1] refers to the classification scheme where the
labels naturally form a hierarchy. Web directories such as DMOZ [2] and Internet Public Library
[3] and Wikipedia are two examples of such hierarchies. The annotation schemes are generally
task oriented, therefore the above mentioned scheme would be considered as hierarchical
sentiment analysis. On the other hand, a multifaceted approach annotate the same text with
different labels associated with different tasks. Such an approach is referred to as multifaceted
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text categorization [4]. A document can be categorized based upon the sentiment it bears, but it
can also be categorized based upon the language or topic etc.
In this paper, we present the ongoing effort to develop a multifaceted, multilingual corpus for
hierarchical sentiment analysis. The corpus consists of more than 191K reviews of hotels in Saudi
Arabia in mainly two different languages, Arabic and English. The corpus contains 1.8M tokens.
Each document (review) in our corpus is annotated along the following three facets.
1. Sentiment label: A hierarchical nominal sentiment label with two levels. The first level
assign one of the eleven rating labels ranging from Exceptional to Very poor, while the
second level classify the review as being positive or negative within the first level label.
2. Sentiment score: A numerical score from 1 to 10 representing the sentiment.
3. Language/dialect: A hierarchical language label with two levels. The first level reflect the
main language of the review, and in case of Arabic, the dialect of Arabic in the second
level.

2. RELATED WORK
A corpus is a valuable resource for linguistics research. It is used to test different hypothesis
about language use, to test and generate linguistic rules, and to build predictive models. The
statistical natural language processing approach relies on the presence of a corpus to induce a
language model using statistical, pattern recognition and machine learning methods [5]. In this
section, we will cover notable works to create corpora for dialect modelling and sentiment
analysis, two facets of annotation supported by our corpus.
There are many Arabic dialects in the Arab world. These dialects vary from region to region and
maybe from city to city. Arabic dialects differ, as modern standard Arabic (MSA), on all levels of
linguistic representation, phonology, morphology and lexicon to syntax. The extreme differences
are on phonological and morphological levels [6].
For multidialectal Arabic corpora, guidelines for the construction of large corpora of multidialectal
Arabic resources are provided in [6] and [7]. There are several multidialectal Arabic corpora such
as [8], [9], [6] and [10] [11]. All of them are manually annotated for at most five MSA dialects.
Recently research has focused on corpus of classic Arabic [12] too.
Corpus subjectivity and sentiment analysis (SSA) sources maybe:
 Reviews product such as movie, and music reviews
 Web discourse such as web forums and blogs
 News articles such as online news articles and web pages
 Social media websites such as Twitter, Facebook, YouTube
News corpora are manually labeled for SSA at the word and phrase levels [13], [7] and [14].
While [15] and [16] described labeling a collection of documents from Arabic Web forums.
Besides corpus, another valuable resource in Arabic sentiment analysis is a sentiment lexicon.
Efforts to build Arabic sentiment lexicon are described in [17] and [18].

3. CORPUS CREATION
Our corpus was created by crawling a popular hotel review website1. The corpus contains
reviews of more than 650 hotels in Saudi Arabia. The website uses Ajax [19] to dynamically
display the review contents in one part of the page while the rest of the page with the overall
score, review summary and other hotel details remain unchanged. Each page displays ten
reviews and clicking on the Next Page hyperlink loads the next ten reviews in the review area,
1

Due to copyright and privacy concerns, we will not disclose the name of the website. The corpus will be
used for strictly research purposes
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while keeping the rest of the page unchanged. We built a simple web crawler/scrapper that given
a seed URL scrape all or a subset of the pages from a website given some criteria. We were able
to identify a static URL from the Next Page hyperlink which can be used to display the review
texts without any formatting. By changing a parameter value in the URL we were able to get all
the reviews of a hotel in one HTML page. The URL also includes the name of the hotel. The hotel
names were manually identified and a list of URLs to crawl was prepared in advance. The total
number of reviews for a hotel was also manually identified by going to the webpage of each hotel
on the review website. The list of URLs was given as an input to the crawler that went to each
page, downloaded the HTML, extract the text and saved it locally as a UTF-8 text document. We
used simple lexical patterns to parse the HTML page and extract the reviews and the associated
annotation information. The lexical patterns made use of the class name of the HTML elements
defined in the CSS style sheets.
A review on the website consist of the following items:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

A numerical score from 1 to 10
An optional title of the text review
A nominal rating label chosen from the one of the eleven available categories
An optional text review indicating the positive aspects
An optional text review indicating the negative aspects
No

Category Arabic

Category English

1

استثنائي

2

ممتاز

Excellent

3

رائع

Wonderful

4

جيد جدا

Very good

5

جيد

6

مرضي

7

حسن

Fair

8

مقبول

Okay

9

مخيب لألمل

10

ضعيف

11

ضعيف جدا

Exceptional

Good
Pleasant

Disappointing
Poor
Very poor

TABLE 1: Review categories in Arabic and English.

The reviewer can choose the rating label from one of the eleven available categories as
described in Table 1, or provide his/her own short and concise title of the review. In case of the
latter, the rating label is determined from the numerical score. The label is not displayed on the
page, but can be extracted from the source HTML. The actual body of the review is optional but if
the reviewer chooses to provide one, the positive and negative aspects are written separately. It
is clear from the above mentioned scheme that the review is already annotated by the reviewer.
In the rest of the paper we will refer to the overall review containing all or a subset of the above
mentioned five items as review, while the option positive text will be referred to as positive review
and the option negative text will be referred to as negative review. If N is the set of reviews, p is a
positive review and n is a negative review, then it should be noted that n ϵ N, p ϵ N and Σp + Σn ≠
ΣN.

4. CORPUS ANALYSIS
The corpus was analyzed to compute the basic descriptive statistics. This section will provide
statistics including the document and token level statistics from the corpus.
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4.1 Corpus Statistics
We made a distinction between a review and a document in our corpus. As described previously,
a review may consists of a positive review and a negative review along with the nominal label and
the numerical score. To build the corpus, we considered each positive or negative review as a
document. The total number of documents and tokens in the corpus are given by Table 2. A
token is each individual word. Although a number of Arabic tokenizers are available, for the
purpose of statistics reporting we employed a simple space based tokenization. For later text
processing we are planning to use MADAMIRA [20] for a full-fledged morphological analysis.
Type

Value

No of documents

191,011

No of tokens

1,830,191

TABLE 2: Number of documents and tokens in the Corpus.

4.2 Review Statistic
The number of hotels, the number of reviews and other related statistics are described in Table 3.
The number of reviews per hotels followed a power law distribution as displayed by Figure 1. This
indicates that there were few hotels that received a large number of reviews, while a large
number of hotels received few reviews.
Type

Value

No of hotels

658

No of reviews

176,884

No of reviews containing both positive and negative reviews

80,506

No of reviews with no positive or negative review

66,837

No of reviews with at least one positive or negative review

29,541

No of positive reviews

95,884

No of negative reviews

95,127

Total no of positive and negative reviews

191,011

TABLE 3: Number of positive, negative and total reviews.

It can be noted from the descriptive statistics provided in Table 4, that the median number of
reviews for a hotel is 65.5. The mean is much higher than the median indicating a positive skew
in the data. There were only 46 hotels with more than 1000 reviews but because of the presence
of this, the mean is much higher than the median.
Statistic

Value

Mean

268.8

Median

65.5

First Quartile

17

Third Quartile

238.2

Maximum

5390

No of hotels with more than 1000 reviews

46

TABLE 4: Descriptive statistics of the number of reviews per hotel.
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FIGURE 1: Distribution of the number of reviews per hotel.

4.3 Annotation Statistics
This section describes the statistics related to the multifaceted, multilingual, hierarchical
categorization scheme of annotation. Figure 2 and Figure 3 display the number of reviews and
the number of positive and negative reviews for each category. It is interesting to note that in both
the figures, most of the reviewers wrote favorable reviews and exceptional and good constitutes
the majority categories. Figure 3 displays a comparison of the number of positive and negative
reviews in each category. It can be noted that for the good category, the number of positive and
the negative reviews is almost the same. Categories with higher rating have more positive
reviews than negative and categories with lower rating have more negative than positive reviews.
This is intuitive as a person writing a favorable review will not find many negative aspects and is
more likely to write the positive review only and same is true for an unfavorable review. This is
more pronounced in Figure 4, where the absolute value of the difference between positive and
negative reviews, normalized by the sum of positive and negative reviews is plotted. Let pi be the
number of positive review and ni be the number of negative reviews in category i, then the
absolute normalized difference di for category i is given by the equation 1.

𝑑𝑖 =

|𝑝𝑖 − 𝑛𝑖 |
𝑝𝑖 + 𝑛𝑖

(1)

The mean absolute difference 𝑑̅ between number of positive and negative reviews for each
category is 1480.36, computed using equation 2, where C is the number of categories.

𝑑̅ =

∑𝐶𝑖|𝑝𝑖 − 𝑛𝑖 |
𝐶
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The average score for each category is given by Figure 5.

FIGURE 2: Number of reviews in each category.

FIGURE 3: Number of positive (orange) and negative (grey) reviews for each category.
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FIGURE 4: Normalized absolute difference between number of positive and negative reviews for each
category.

The second facet of our annotation is the language. We used a combined automatic and manual
method to annotate each review with its language. In the first step we automatically identified the
language of the review using the Unicode character value of the first character of each review.
This is a naïve method as it is based upon the assumption that the entire review was written in
one language. A manual validation was carried out in the next step, to check the correctness of
the assumption. It was revealed that the assumption held with two exceptions. One, where the
review was mainly written in Arabic but few English words were interspersed between Arabic
words. And two, where the reviewer enumerated the review and used the Arabic numerals [21]
for enumeration, instead of the Eastern Arabic numerals [22], while the review was actually
written in Arabic. Please note that the Arabic numerals are the most common representation of
the digits used in English and to distinguish from the digits used in Arabic, the latter is referred to
as Eastern Arabic numerals. For the first case, we annotated the review with the Arabic, instead
of creating a new annotation category called mixed. The second case was manually fixed. Figure
6 displays the number of positive and negative reviews in each language. Besides the main
language, our goal was also to annotate the Arabic reviews with their dialect. We hypothesize
that we can infer the dialect using the home country of the reviewer, a piece of information that
we have already extracted from each review. Figure 7 displays the number of positive and
negative Arabic reviews from reviewers belonging to Arab countries. It can be seen from Figure 7,
that majority of the reviewers were from Saudi Arabia. To get a clearer picture of reviewers from
other Arabic countries, Figure 8, displays the number of positive and negative reviews from
reviewers belonging to Arab countries except Saudi Arabia. According to [23], there are about 2.4
million expatriate Arabs living in Saudi Arabia. We can safely assume that they all speak their
own Arabic dialects, so it is not possible to infer the dialect from the country, in the case of Saudi
Arabia, as the only meta information available to us is the country of the reviewer. The dialects of
Arabic spoken in different countries are presented in Table 5.
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FIGURE 5: Average score for each category.

FIGURE 6: Number of positive and negative reviews in each language.
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FIGURE 7: Number of positive and negative reviews in Arabic from reviewers belonging to Arab countries.

FIGURE 8: Number of positive and negative reviews in Arabic from reviewers belonging to Arab countries
except Saudi Arabia.
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No

Country

Dialect

No

Country

Dialect

1

Oman

Gulf

10

Palestinian Territory

Levantine

2

Saudi Arabia

Hijazi, Najdi

11

United Arab Emirates

Gulf

3

Yemen

Yemeni

12

Iraq

Iraqi

4

Egypt

Egyptian

13

Sudan

Sudanese

5

Kuwait

Gulf

14

Libya

Maghreb

6

Jordan

Levantine

15

Qatar

Gulf

7

Morocco

Maghreb

16

Bahrain

Gulf

8

Algeria

Maghreb

17

Lebanon

Levantine

9

Syria

Levantine

18

Tunisia

Maghreb

TABLE 5: Dialects spoken in different Arab countries.

Except for Saudi Arabia, we annotated the Arabic positive and negative reviews with dialects
using the information from Table 5. The number of positive and negative reviews in our corpus in
each Arabic dialect is displayed in Figure 9.

FIGURE 9: Number of positive and negative reviews in each Arabic dialect.

4.4 Token Statistics
The corpus contains more than 1.8M tokens in 191K documents (positive and negative reviews).
We will define the length of a document as the number of tokens present in that document. Both,
the positive and negative reviews were usually short with mean length of 7.4 tokens for the
positive documents and 11.7 for negative documents. Other basic statistical descriptors for
positive and negative reviews can be found in and Table 6. It is evident from the table that
negative reviews are slightly longer than the positive reviews. This indicates that when people
write a bad review they are more elaborate than when they are writing a good review. There are
few long reviews in the corpus too which is evident from the maximum length and the fact that
mean is large than the median. The distribution of length of positive and negative reviews in
Figure 10 and Figure 11 clearly display the right skew, as a result of the presence of outliers.
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Originals
Statistic

Positive
Reviews

Negative
Reviews

Without Outliers
Positive
Reviews

Negative
Reviews

Mean

7.44

11.74

5.36

8.34

Median

5

7

4

6

Standard Deviation

9.43

15.06

4.01

6.59

First Quartile

3

4

2

3

Third Quartile

9

14

7

12

Minimum

1

1

1

1

Maximum

316

360

18

29

TABLE 6: Basic statistical description of the lenght of positive and negative reviews, before and after
removing outliers.

We report the statistics without outliers also in Table 6, to get a clearer picture of review lengths.
The outliers were identified using interquartile range. Let Q1 be the first quartile and Q3 be the
third quartile, a document is considered to be an outlier, if the length fell outside the following
range [Q1 – k * (Q3 – Q1), Q3 + k * (Q3 – Q1)]. We used k=1.5 in our calculation. Based upon
this, the statistics without outliers are given in the right two columns of Table 6. The distribution of
the lengths of positive and negative reviews without outliers is given by Figure 11 and Figure 12.
Even after removing the longer reviews, it is evident the lengths still do not follow normal
distribution. About 64% of the positive reviews are shorter than the mean length of the positive
reviews. Similarly, 63% of the negative reviews are shorter than the mean length of the negative
review.

FIGURE 10: Distribution of the length of positive reviews.
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FIGURE 11: Distribution of the length of negative reviews.

FIGURE 12: Distribution of the length of positive reviews with no outliers.
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FIGURE 13: Distribution of the length of negative reviews with no outliers.

Another important dimension to plot the document length against is the main category of the
review. Figure 14 display the plot of normalized lengths of positive and negative reviews against
the 11 categories. The lengths were normalized by dividing the number of tokens by the number
of reviews in each category. A decreasing trend while going from the Exceptional to the very poor
category can be observed for the length of positive reviews, while the opposite is true for negative
reviews.

FIGURE 14: Normalized length of positive and negative reviews for each category.
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5. CONCLUSION
This paper discusses the development effort and the statistics for a sentiment analysis corpus.
The corpus has a multifaceted annotation including hierarchical sentiment polarity, sentiment
score, language and dialect. The corpus consists of more than 191K hotel reviews written in
colloquial Arabic and English. Each review is annotated as positive or negative at the lower level,
while at the higher level of hierarchy, one of the 11 categories are used to annotate the review
ranging from Exception to Very poor on a rating scale. We presented different statistics including
the number of reviews per category, length of reviews, number of reviews per language and per
dialect etc. Building this corpus is part of our ongoing research to study the effect of dialect on
Arabic sentiment analysis. The corpus will serve as a gold standard for dialect modeling and
building sentiment classifiers which will incorporate the effect of dialect and word collocations into
account. Barring any legal issues, we are planning to release the corpus for other researchers
interested in investigating sentiment analysis in Arabic.
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